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Abstract
End-to-end encryption (E2EE) is becoming a standard
feature in many popular chat apps, but independent se-
curity assessments of these implementations are limited.
In this paper we provide the first independent analysis of
E2EE features in LINE, a messaging application popular
in Asian markets, and identify a replay attack and an at-
tack on a lack of forward secrecy. Based on our analysis
and communications with LINE about the vulnerabili-
ties we discuss challenges and new research directions to
better bridge vendors, researchers, and end-users around
security issues.

1 Introduction
Security and privacy features (e.g., default HTTPS and
multi-factor authentication) are becoming increasingly
standardized in popular consumer applications. This
shift is particularly apparent with the adoption of End-to-
End Encryption (E2EE) in chat applications. Beginning
in late 2015, popular chat applications (e.g., WhatsApp,
Facebook Messenger, Viber, LINE, and KakaoTalk)
started to introduce E2EE features. While this trend
is encouraging and some applications (e.g., WhatsApp)
have adopted well documented and reviewed encryption
protocols (e.g., Signal Protocol) there is a general lack of
independent security research assessing the implementa-
tion of E2EE for many of these apps.

In this paper we provide the first independent security
analysis of E2EE features in LINE, a messaging applica-
tion popular in Asian markets that has a user base of over
200 million monthly active users. Our analysis reveals a
replay attack and an attack on a lack of forward secrecy.
Based on our analysis and experience disclosing these
vulnerabilities to LINE we argue that new research di-
rections are needed to better bridge vendors, researchers,
and end-users around security issues.

The attacks we describe are within the capabilities of
a well resourced attacker (such as a state actor), but the
countries where users are the most at risk of surveillance

of their LINE communications may be unlikely to carry
out such attacks. For example, if a government is un-
likely to be able to coerce LINE into colluding with them
or breach LINE’s infrastructure, then are attacks that re-
quire the LINE private key moot? If a replay attack re-
quires physical access to a phone and users tend not to
ever delete messages, is the state actor more likely to
just look through the message history than to carry out
a sophisticated cryptographic attack? Finally, how do we
find a good compromise between “worst-case” scenarios
and scenarios that are generalizable to the greatest num-
ber of users?

These questions underline differences between how
researchers and vendors may evaluate threats. Vendors
attempting to implement security at scale for millions of
users face hard decisions over balancing security, usabil-
ity, and resources. Researchers finding and reporting vul-
nerabilities may be well versed in security best practices,
but are unlikely to have visibility into the decision mak-
ing processes that led to security designs and implemen-
tations. Meanwhile the average end-user is increasingly
presented with security features, but is unlikely to have
enough knowledge to assess the merits of one implemen-
tation over the other. We proceed by detailing our anal-
ysis of E2EE in LINE and conclude with discussion of
how to better bridge researchers, vendors, and end-users.

2 Background
This section provides an overview of trends in encrypted
messaging and communications security in LINE.

2.1 Encrypted Messaging
Security researchers were concerned about message se-
curity long before popular chat applications began to add
security features to their clients. OTR [28] was proposed
in 2004 as an alternative to PGP [45] since OTR offers
users forward secrecy (discussed more in Section 3.5)
and is designed for use in conjunction with messaging
protocols such as XMPP. The introduction of E2EE in



many popular chat applications came two years after the
2013 Snowden revelations invigorated public debate over
digital communications interception. The invention of
the double ratchet [15] solved the problem of devices be-
ing able to decrypt messages received while offline and
is now widely adopted, but early E2EE implementations
such as that of LINE use other solutions. See [44] for a
more complete background of secure messaging.

2.2 LINE Overview
LINE was released in 2011 by LINE Corporation, a
Japanese subsidiary of South Korea’s Naver Corpora-
tion. Since its release, LINE experienced rapid growth in
Japan, and later in other Asian markets (e.g., Thailand,
Taiwan, etc.). In 2016, LINE reported over 200 million
monthly active users (MAU) [40].

Amid this growth, LINE has come under government
pressure to implement content controls and provide ac-
cess to user communications. Previous work has doc-
umented client-side keyword filtering enabled for users
based in China to comply with Chinese content regula-
tions [34]. In 2013, the government of Thailand claimed
it planned to monitor LINE communications. LINE re-
sponded by stating access to user information would only
be permitted with a Japanese court order and that no offi-
cial request had been filed by Thai authorities [2]. Recent
LINE policy documents [25] state it responds to non-
Japanese requests for user data through the mutual legal
assistance treaty (MLAT) process.

In addition to these pressures LINE has made a num-
ber of changes to how it encrypts traffic. Version 3.9.2
and earlier LINE releases only encrypted client-server
communications over WIFI and not 3G [2]. There was
speculation that the lack of encryption on 3G may have
been intentional to make it easier to comply with law-
ful interception requests [9]. LINE explained in a blog
post that when it introduced the SPDY protocol into its
platform it decided to allow for non-encrypted connec-
tions over mobile networks to avoid slow connection and
transfer times [1]. In version 3.9.3 (released in October
2013) LINE introduced encryption over both WIFI and
3G [2].

In 2014, LINE announced [20] its “Hidden Chat” fea-
ture, a special type of conversation that users could start
in which messages were “sent in a secure state.” This
feature was implemented at a time when other messag-
ing apps such as KakaoTalk [21] and Telegram [17] im-
plemented or announced improvements to “hidden chat”
or other non-default encrypted communication features.
In 2015, LINE announced its “Letter Sealing (End-to-
end Encryption)” feature [11], and in 2016 this became
a default feature [22], which sought to make the “sense
of security” that people had using Hidden Chats the de-
fault for all messages. Two months later, LINE updated

the Letter Sealing feature [23] to include a lock in the UI
that let users know that messages were being “stored on
LINE’s servers in an encrypted state.” LINE then pub-
lished a “Technical Whitepaper” [24] describing Letter
Sealing’s cryptographic implementation in detail, which
we refer to in subsequent sections of this report.

Note that LINE added message security features
throughout 2014, 2015, and 2016 [20, 22], whereas the
double ratchet algorithm [15] was not published until late
in 2016. This timeline is one reason why LINE does not
use a double ratchet, but there are also usability concerns
discussed in Section 5.

3 LINE Technical Analysis
This section describes our threat model, attack imple-
mentation, and proof-of-concept exploits. The motiva-
tion for our analysis is to compare the implementation
described in LINE’s “Technical Whitepaper” with that
of the version of LINE released shortly after the whitepa-
per’s publication.

3.1 Threat Model
For our attacks we assume the client is running LINE ver-
sion 6.7.1, as that is the first version released that should
have been congruent with the whitepaper released by
LINE. We assume the same threat model as outlined by
LINE in their Letter Sealing blog post. In the post they
state, in regards to their old message encryption proto-
col, “While only hypothetical, there is one flaw with this
method. A hacker inside the LINE servers could still be
able to compromise the safety of message data.” There-
fore, we assume in our threat model the attacker is the
server, or an attacker with the server’s private key and
perspective of network information. We believe this to
be a reasonable assumption as it is presented as LINE’s
reasoning for implementing “Letter Sealing.”

For the forward secrecy attack we assume the above
threat model and require one of the clients’ private keys
to be compromised. We feel this assumption is not unrea-
sonable since state actors could coerce individuals into
unlocking their phones, which would give an attacker the
ability to obtain the necessary keys. The attacker could
be a nation state or entity with the ability to persuade
LINE into keeping detailed message logs. For the replay
attack, there is no need for either clients’ private key or
device to be compromised. Rather, it is possible for the
LINE server to replay messages by simply sending the
ciphertext again. This property is not one that an an end-
to-end encryption system that follows cryptography best
practices would have.

3.2 What is a Replay Attack?
A replay attack is an attack where an adversary records
messages between two parties and can later replay any of

http://developers.linecorp.com/blog/?p=3679


those messages to either party member as though it was
sent legitimately. The attacker does not need to know
what the message decrypts to in order to send it. Our re-
play attack does not send messages, but replaces the body
of a message in transit with any message seen before.
We chose to implement our attack this way as it does
not require us to completely learn LINE’s protocols for
sending and receiving messages. See Figure 1 for screen
shots of our attack’s effects on both message sender and
recipient. Notice that the last message seen in Figure 1a
is not the same as the last message seen in Figure 1b. In-
stead the message has been replaced with a previous mes-
sage sent from “deepthroat” to “woodward”. This attack
is possible due to a problem in the end-to-end encryption
protocol, specifically the way deepthroat’s messages are
authenticated by woodward.

3.3 What is a MAC?
Message Authentication Codes (MACs) are used to guar-
antee the integrity of a message, ensuring the message
has not been altered in any way. When a message is
received the receiver calculates the MAC and checks it
against the MAC the sender calculated to ensure the mes-
sage received is the same as the original message sent.
A good MAC has a key separate from the key used to
encrypt a message. In addition, a MAC should also au-
thenticate additional data, such as source and destination
information and a message number. This additional data
protects the message from replay attacks.

3.4 Replay Attack Implementation
Our replay attack is possible due to the fact that LINE
only authenticates the message itself, leaving open the
possibility of replay attacks. There is also a deviation
from cryptography best practices in that LINE uses the
same key for the MAC as for encryption (our replay at-
tack does not exploit this weakness). Both this attack
and our attack on forward secrecy assumes the attacker
has the same privileges as the LINE server (Appendix A
describes our implementation).

Through reverse engineering we were able to discern
which parts of the packet contain various components of
the end-to-end communication. The three important sec-
tions are: the salt, the encrypted message, and the MAC.
When the server sends a new message with these three
fields the same as an old recorded message,the message
is replayed. We demonstrated the attack using an imple-
mentation that is described in Appendix B.

3.5 Forward Secrecy Implementation
Forward secrecy is a property of an encryption system
that removes an attacker’s ability to decrypt past mes-
sages, even if one or more users’ private keys are com-
promised [44]. For client-to-client communication, for-

ward secrecy is implemented by generating a new key
for each session or message exchanged between users
(called an ephemeral key). The most important consider-
ation is that the key for this session is generated in some
way that is not predictable or deterministic, and that the
duration of this layer of security is “end-to-end,” mean-
ing that it is encrypted from the user sending the message
to the intended recipient.

LINE, however, only offers forward secrecy from
client-to-server, meaning that the layer of security of-
fered by having ephemeral keys does not protect the user
from a malicious actor with the same privileges as the
LINE server. The company could fall under under gov-
ernmental duress that forces it to save the communica-
tions between two individuals and decrypt them. This
attack becomes possible if the attacker can gain access
to the secret key of just one of the users’ devices. This
method of attack requires physical confiscation of a de-
vice, by law enforcement, government agents, employ-
ers, etc., but in any case an attacker with one private key
of one user would be able to recover messages, even if
they have been deleted from both users’ devices.

3.6 Attack on Lack of Forward Secrecy
To illustrate the vulnerability posed by LINE deciding
not to include forward secrecy from client-to-client, we
collected messages as the server would see them using
the same setup as for the replay attack. This allows us
to view the messages with the first layer of encryption
removed. If the device is then compromised—by an ad-
versary confiscating it, for example—they would need
only to retrieve the shared secret (by obtaining one of
the users’ private keys) that is used between users and
the salt from the message to derive the initialization vec-
tor and key needed to decrypt the message. We demon-
strated this by using our own private key from one device
to decrypt a message from the E2EE ciphertext that the
server sees.

4 Responsible Disclosure
We first disclosed our findings concerning forward se-
crecy to LINE on December 20, 2016. Shortly after their
reply to our disclosure, we discovered the replay attack,
which we disclosed to LINE on January 13, 2017. On
January 27, 2017, LINE replied to our second disclosure.
See Table 1 for a detailed timeline of the disclosure pro-
cess.

In reply to our first disclosure LINE agreed that for-
ward secrecy would improve the security of their E2EE
implementation, but explained they had decided not to
include it in the first release of the feature. They ac-
knowledged our threat model, but believed their model
addressed more immediately practical concerns:

“While FS [Forward Secrecy] for messag-



(a) What deepthroat sees (b) What woodward sees

Figure 1: Both sides of the conversation.

Table 1: Disclosure Timeline.

Date Contact
12/20/2016 Forward secrecy disclosure.
12/21/2016 Reply to initial disclosure concern-

ing forward secrecy.
1/13/2017 Replay attack disclosure and in-

quiry about inconsistencies.
1/27/2017 Reply to replay attack and inconsis-

tency questions.

ing could be added in a future version, cur-
rently FS is only available at the transport
level. We believe this covers the more real-
istic case where LINE server keys are leaked,
stolen, or confiscated by authorities. As for
your threat model, if a device is confiscated,
whoever has the device will be able to read
stored messages, even without going through
the trouble of extracting keys.”

We replied with the following:

“Regarding the practicality of the attack we
proposed, against an attacker with the privi-

leges of the LINE server the True Delete fea-
ture described here [16] is ineffective. Because
a user has no guarantee that the LINE server
is not recording ciphertexts, this means that
deleting messages on their device, even if both
the sender and receiver delete their copy of the
message, does not preclude the possibility of
plaintext being recovered in the future. LINE
could collude with law enforcement to confis-
cate a phone and recover all deleted past mes-
sages by extracting the E2EE private key of the
user.”

LINE responded that the True Delete feature is only
intended against an attacker with physical access to the
device, and is not intended to provide users with any
guarantee about copies of messages on servers being
deleted, which LINE argued would be moot anyway be-
cause an attacker who could compromise transport secu-
rity could make copies of the messages.

In this second round of communication, LINE also
provided a detailed response to our questions conveying
their design decisions with respect to forward secrecy.
They explained that forward secrecy was left out of the
first release due to complications with synchronizing be-



tween mobile and secondary devices (primarily desk-
top clients). They explained they would “strengthen the
MAC calculation” in the next Letter Sealing version, and
work to address the replay attack issues, but that the sec-
ondary applications synchronization issue, in addition to
being a challenge for implementing forward secrecy end-
to-end, also presents some challenges for making other
algorithm changes.

In the second round of communication we also pointed
out some inconsistencies between LINE’s whitepa-
per [24] and the implementation, which are enumerated
in Appendix C. LINE responded that these issues had
been fixed but the fixes were disabled in the version we
reverse engineered because of a bug.

5 Discussion
While consumer applications have been steadily an-
nouncing new features to protect the confidentiality of
user communications, there exists a divide between how
different stakeholder groups conceptualize and commu-
nicate their threat models to one another [41]. Building
from our case study we discuss gaps in mutual under-
standing and communications between researchers, com-
panies, and end-users and ways to address them.

5.1 Bridging Gaps Between Researchers
and Vendors

Security researchers seek to probe popular and emerging
systems for novel vulnerabilities that can contribute to
the research literature and general security understand-
ing. In some cases, exploitation scenarios for novel
vulnerabilities can be difficult to communicate to other
stakeholder groups. Our case study provides an exam-
ple of how such difficulties can impact the responsible
disclosure process. While we sought to communicate to
the LINE security team the applicability of our replay
attacks and the lack of client-to-client forward secrecy
despite their stated threat model, there was a disconnect
in terms of how serious the threats were viewed to be. A
common theme was that the complexity of the interac-
tion between our reported vulnerabilities and the broader
design decisions made by LINE allowed both sides of the
communication to reframe discussions at will.

When we reported vulnerabilities in their crypto-
graphic protocol that assumed what we understood to be
their own threat model [23, 11], part of their response
was to point out that an attacker could just confiscate a
user’s phone and see past messages that way. As pointed
out in Section 4, another way to view our attacks on the
lack of forward secrecy (and the ability to replay mes-
sages from the server, for that matter) is to view them
as violations of LINE’s True Delete feature [16], which
zeroes out messages on a user’s device upon deletion so
that common forensics techniques for persistent storage

cannot be used to retrieve deleted messages. Even if both
sides of a conversation delete a message from that con-
versation, it can be replayed or recovered using our at-
tacks.

In summary, our disclosure process with LINE began
with us discussing forward secrecy as a transport secu-
rity issue, LINE replied that physical device confiscation
was a more realistic threat, we recast forward secrecy as
a forensics issue, and LINE cited the lack of perfect so-
lutions for transport security as a fundamental limitation
on anti-forensics techniques. Both parties were arguing
in good faith with the same goal (making the applica-
tion more secure), but cryptography and the real-world
threats that give it context are so complexly intertwined
that technical conversations about threats tend to shift in
topic very easily.

To better understand forward secrecy as an anti-
forensics technique, imagine the following hypothetical
situation. Alice the reporter has a source for a story code
named Bob. The story is about the government in Coun-
try X. Using LINE for messaging, Alice and Bob have a
private conversation about the story. Bob uses a “burner”
phone to communicate with Alice, meaning that after
their communications, but before Alice’s story is pub-
lished, he physically destroys his mobile phone and all
the data on it. After Alice publishes the story, she plans
to travel to Country X. Knowing that LINE has end-to-
end encryption and the True Delete feature, she decides
that she should delete all of the messages between her
and Bob, but keeps LINE installed on her phone to pre-
serve other conversations and contacts in the LINE app.

Alice is detained at the border of Country X and has
her phone confiscated by authorities. Several hours later
during an interrogation with authorities she is presented
with a plaintext decryption of her entire conversation
with Bob. Remember that Bob’s phone was destroyed,
Alice’s phone had no copies of the messages on it, and
they always used LINE’s end-to-end encryption feature.
So how did authorities obtain the plaintext conversation?

The answer is that LINE’s end-to-end encryption does
not have forward secrecy for end-to-end client commu-
nications. Therefore, when the government confiscated
Alice’s phone they were able to extract her private key
and use it to decrypt all of the encrypted messages that
they had recorded. Realistically, however, many govern-
ments prefer less technically sophisticated attacks and
many users do not bother to delete old messages, so keep-
ing threat models grounded in likelihood is another chal-
lenge for communication between researchers and ven-
dors.

Part of the general disconnect between researchers and
vendors may be due to a lack of common understand-
ing. LINE engaged with us in good faith and have a bug
bounty program [38] to encourage independent security



research of its platform. However, like other major soft-
ware companies it has hundreds of millions of users and
likely has to prioritize many different security issues and
consider their impact on usability, uptime, and other vari-
ables. Researchers analyzing the platform from outside
these processes may not fully appreciate the competing
priorities. An example of this challenge is the technical
problem of secondary devices for chat apps with E2EE
features. In WhatsApp, for example, a master device
has to be online for secondary devices (e.g., their web
app) to encrypt and decrypt messages. We tested this
implementation on WhatsApp version 2.17.31. LINE
did not want to place a similar restriction on their users
which prompted them to implement their forward se-
crecy client-to-server, rather than client-to-client.

While ample literature exists on end user understand-
ing and implementation of security advice [26, 35, 31,
42], there is little comparable research examining how
security teams at software vendors understand and act
upon vulnerability reports. Existing work largely focuses
on the process of and timing of disclosure, patching and
publication, and not on the effectiveness of communica-
tions (e.g., [29, 27]). A study focused on the substance of
and reaction to vulnerability disclosure communications
could help both security researchers better communicate
their results and vendors better appreciate the severity of
issues.

5.2 Better Communicating Research
Our community (both academic and the privacy commu-
nity at large) discovers attacks against E2EE [33, 14, 37,
36, 5, 18], reverse engineers apps such as LINE for a va-
riety of purposes [7, 8, 12, 3, 10], performs formal secu-
rity analyses of protocols [32, 30], and compares E2EE
implementations [19, 4]. Even within our community,
threat models vary from showing a lack of semantic secu-
rity without demonstrating any practical attacks to very
real attacks on widely used apps [33]. There are few
actual attacks by state actors and contractors to use as
case studies, and very little information about those that
get reported [13, 6]. This wide variety of threat models
with no common understanding about what presents real
risks makes it difficult to communicate with vendors and
users.

5.3 Better Educating End-users
Vendors, the media, and in some cases, security trainers,
all communicate with end users about how application
privacy and security features work and how to stay safe
online. Despite these efforts studies have shown that end
users have difficulty understanding the basic premises of
how end-to-end encryption works [26] and have differ-
ent mental models for how to stay safe online than ex-
perts [35]. Other research shows that even users who

demonstrate higher levels of security literacy may not be
any more secure when looking at the actual security of
their devices [31]. Further work has demonstrated a “dig-
ital security divide,” whereby users with lower socioe-
conomic status or education levels rely on lower quality
security information [42].

Media organizations can write sensational stories
about security vulnerability reports (e.g., [39]), spreading
uncertainty to users who already have difficulty adopt-
ing secure practices. While sensational media stories are
certainly not limited to security vulnerabilities, given the
already low level of security literacy among the general
public, researchers have the responsibility to educate and
inform the media, who in turn have the responsibility to
provide balanced and accurate information to the public.
Research examining the communication between secu-
rity researchers and journalists and reporting of security
issues could help encourage more thoughtful and accu-
rate media stories. Such an investigation could provide
recommendations that could help ensure reporting on se-
curity vulnerabilities do not needlessly spread fear, un-
certainty, and doubt.

6 Conclusion
We found that version 6.7.1 of LINE was vulnerable to
a replay attack and an attack on the lack of end-to-end
forward secrecy between clients. These attacks assumed
the same threat model described in LINE’s security doc-
umentation. Based on our analysis and communications
with LINE we identified an open question for vendors
and security researchers: How do we find a good com-
promise between “worst-case” scenarios and scenarios
that are generalizable to the greatest number of users?
We proposed future avenues of research around how to
bridge vendors, researchers, and end-users to help ad-
dress this question.

The motivation for our paper’s title was a security
trainer who works with at-risk populations, and made
the point that users care more about actual safety and se-
curity concerns than about the concepts that researchers
work with. As pointed out by Rogaway [43], we should
“Regard ordinary people as those whose needs [we] ul-
timately aim to satisfy.” The challenge is how to do so
while avoiding unintended consequences and with def-
erence to the perspectives of other stakeholders. Users
who decide not to use a specific messaging application
because of security concerns discovered by researchers,
for example, might simply fall back to SMS messaging,
which has no end-to-end security at all. Practical con-
cerns, such as secondary devices, are rarely considered
in academic work, forcing vendors to create their own
solutions. Our aim with this paper is to start a discussion
about what role the research community should play in
addressing these types of issues.
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A Attack Environment
Our attacks assume the attacker can see what the LINE
server sees. In order to accomplish this we used the net-
work setup shown in Figure 2. In this setup all traffic
to and from Client B must pass though the man-in-the-
middle (MITM) machine. We give the MITM machine
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Client A

Client B

MITM Machine

Server

Figure 2: Attack network setup. Note that our setup
relies on Client B colluding with the MITM machine,
this allows us to simulate our server having the same
privileges as LINE’s server.

the AES key used by Client B and the server to commu-
nicate with each other. Each message from the server
to Client B is encrypted with this key and a static ini-
tialization vector that is hard-coded into the LINE app.
With these two values our MITM machine can decrypt
and re-encrypt any client-to-server LINE message (note
the E2EE portion of the message is still encrypted). This
allowed us to simulate performing the attack from the
vantage point of the LINE server.

B Replay Attack Details

In order to demonstrate the replay attack, we waited for
a message of similar size to be sent from one client to
another and replaced the three critical sections: the salt,
the encrypted message, and the MAC. We can replace
these values in any message we see in transit on the wire.
This allowed us to carry out the attack without needing
to completely reverse engineer the client-to-server proto-
col. Once the message is replaced, the LEGY HMAC is
recalculated and replaced. This simple attack is outlined
in Figure 3. Variable sized messages with the attack are
possible, as are attacks not requiring a new message to
be sent, but we did not implement these features in our
attack because we only sought to demonstrate that re-
play is possible. Although in Figure 1 the replayed mes-
sage happens only minutes later in our example attack,
the same message played a week later would have a to-
tally different context.

Note that the packet is further encrypted with an AES
key known only to the client and server, and so we used
MITM to remove that layer because our threat model
views the server as the attacker. Note also that a more so-
phisticated version of the attack could replay messages of
arbitrary length, or not even wait for new messages to re-
play old messages, but our proof-of-concept exploit was
kept simple because it was only for demonstration.

MITM

Decrypt

If LINE packet

Send

If not a LINE packet

Replace

If correct size

If incorrect sizeRe-Encrypt

Calculate new 
LEGY HMAC

Figure 3: Attack flow graph.

C Other Issues
We also documented several places where LINE’s im-
plementation deviated from their whitepaper description
and/or common best practices for implementing crytog-
raphy. These include:

• The whitepaper says that the Client-to-Server
Transport Encryption protocol uses an ephemeral
Initialization Vector (IV) along with the ephemeral
encryption key for AES, but we found that the IV is
hard-coded and never changes.

• The whitepaper says that the Client-to-Server
Transport Encryption protocol uses AES-GCM, but
we found that it uses AES in CBC mode.

• LEGY-HMAC, the MAC used for client-to-server
communications (not documented in the whitepa-
per) has only a 32-bit digest and is based on a hash
algorithm that is not cryptographically strong.

• For E2EE encryption, the same key is used for en-
cryption as well as for the Message Authentication
Code (MAC). It is considered a common best prac-
tice to use separate keys, to preclude the possibil-
ity of chosen plaintext attacks leading to message
forgery.

• For E2EE encryption, the MAC is a simple “hash
and encrypt,” compared to something like HMAC
that precludes length extension attacks.

As pointed out in Section 4, LINE stated that these
issues had been fixed but the fixes were disabled in the
version we reverse engineered because of a bug.
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